Regs4ships
The industry-leading digital solution simplifies
regulatory compliance for maritime stakeholders.

R4S
Regs4ships is the only solution to today’s highly
complex maritime regulatory environment. The fully
digital toolset contains a comprehensive, searchable
database of official regulatory documents from
numerous sources, including the IMO, the ILO and
numerous flag states.

The robust search functionality encompasses
multiple sources of regulatory requirements,
enabling users to easily verify regulations pertaining
to their routes, vessel type and cargo. Just as
crucial is that Regs4ships clearly lists and displays
forthcoming regulatory updates, and indicates where
documents have been amended or archived.

The OneOcean team manages and updates a
comprehensive digital library of live and archived
official nautical documents, presenting them within a
single, convenient, and time-saving portal.

The solution replaces the manual process of
sourcing, researching, collecting, reviewing, updating,
distributing, and tracking regulatory changes on a
vessel-by-vessel basis.
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One Central Solution
Keeping up to date with multiple, complex, and everchanging regulations is a complex task for ship owners
and operators. Remaining compliant, however, isn’t an
option. Remove uncertainty and gain peace of mind
that all stakeholders are viewing current regulatory
documents across all relevant sources.

•

Filter by flag state
documents, or
international source

•

Filter documents
from a list of predefined keywords,
type, classification.

•

View or exclude
results from
archived documents

Join over 6,000 vessels who rely on Regs4ships as their
single source of truth for regulatory compliance.

Demonstrated
Compliance
Regs4ships provides access to the most current
versions of official nautical publications. The solution
is maintained by OneOcean’s team of experts, who
continuously update its database with the latest Flag
State and international regulations from the IMO,
ILO, EU, WHO and more. All updates are performed in
real-time, meaning crews are never manually piecing
together amendments or consulting out of date
information.

•
•
•
•

See the latest regulatory updates
Favourite and easily access important
documents for quick reference
Robust search functionality with suggested
and recent keywords
Quickly sidebar access most commonly
referenced sources

Mitigate risk of non-compliance and demonstrate to
inspectors that crews have continual access to all official
publications required in their carriage.
•

•
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International content sits within a
dedicated dashboard with seven distinct
categories.
Pre-defined popular links give easy access
to frequently referenced publications .

•
•

Direct access to popular conventions and
publications from the sidebar.
Easily view forthcoming amendments and
recent updates.

Feature Comparison
Regs4ships
Online Version

Feature
New User Interface
Easy access to mandatory documentation
Popular Links
Table of content for large publications
Dedicated A-Z index page
Recently viewed documents
Personalisation
Favourite documents
Recently viewed documents
Saved Searches and Filters
Search Functionality
Simple Search
Advanced Search: Vessel and Topic Parametres
Advanced Filtering
Indexing
Associated document links
Forthcoming Amendments (IMO)
Amendment history

Contact us today to see Regs4ships in
action, request a free trial or talk to us
about the OneOcean suite of solutions.
For further assistance, call:

+44 (0)199 280 5400
For more information, visit:

enquiries@oneocean.com
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